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Abstract

Electrochemically converting CO2 into fuels and chemicals is an appealing strategy to
create energy rich products. The highly demanded product ethylene has been preferably
produced on Cu-based catalysts with abundant exposed Cu(100) facets. However, the
performance is still limited by the large energy barrier for the C-C dimerization. Here,
to lower the energy barrier, we tailor the electronic structure of Cu(100) by doping a
series of transition metals using density functional theory (DFT) method. The zincdoped Cu(100) surface has shown a superior catalytic performance. Mechanistic study
further reveals that the doping with Zn alters the electronic structure around Cu, adjusts
the atomic arrangement in the active sites and makes the catalyst surface
electronegative, which is conducive to the activation of acidic molecular CO2 and the
reduction of energy barrier for C-C dimerization. This work reveals that the doping of
Cu with transition metals has great potential in promoting the electrochemical CO2-toC2H4 conversion. This work also provides deep insights into the formation mechanisms
of C2H4, and thus guiding the design of Cu-based bimetallic catalysts for its effective
production.

Keywords: CO2 electroreduction; Cu(100); transition metal doping; ethylene; first
principles
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1. Introduction
Electrochemically converting carbon dioxide (CO2) into commodity chemicals or
fuels is a promising approach to close the carbon neutral energy loop when utilizing the
electricity from renewable power sources1. During the reduction processes, CO2
molecule combined with protons and electrons can be converted into high value-added
substances such as carbon monoxide (CO)2-6, formic acid (HCOOH)7-10, methane
(CH4)11-13, ethanol (CH3CH2OH)14, 15 and ethylene (C2H4)16-19. To date, the regulation
of simple single-carbon products including CO and HCOOH has achieved excellent
results with Faradaic efficiency nearly 100%, whereas the selectivity towards the
formation of multi-carbon products involving more electron transfer such as ethylene
and ethanol is still limited. It is highly desirable to improve the Faradaic efficiency of
multi-carbon products with high energy density20, 21.
Hori et al. first reported that copper electrodes could convert CO2 into hydrocarbons,
mainly CH4 and C2H422. Since then the research on the formation of multi-carbons have
attracted attention23, 24, such as C2H4, an important intermediate for the synthesis of
medicines and high-tech materials25-27. The surface orientation of Cu catalyst plays a
decisive role in the product selectivity28. Generally, the open Cu (100) facet favors the
formation of C2H4 with low overpotentials in neutral and basic solutions29, 30; the closepacked Cu(111) facet favors generating CH4; and the Cu(110) surface favors the
formation of CH3CH2OH 31-34. The formation of C2H4 on flat Cu(100) undergoes a key
pH-independent CO-CO dimerization process24, 35-37, where no proton is involved
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.

Nevertheless, the dimerization is difficult to occur on either the terrace Cu(111) or
stepped Cu(211)38-40. On these two surface sites, the CO intermediates are prone to
combine with protons forming COH* or CHO* intermediates (*represents the
adsorption site), which can be further protonated and dimerized to yield CH4 and C2+
products, respectively41, 42. Although the Cu(100) facet is favorable for C2H4 formation,
there exists a large energy barrier of about 0.7 eV in the C-C dimerization process31, 43.
Based on these facts, our work is to cut down the energy barrier by regulating the
Cu(100) facet in order to deliver high catalytic selectivity for the C2H4 formation.
Doping is an effective avenue to tune the surface electronic structure of metal
3

catalysts and thus improve the catalytic performance. At present, various Cu-based
bimetallic catalysts (alloying with Pb, Pd, Pt, Au, Sn, Zn, In and Cd) have been
investigated and shown good properties44-51. However, the product selectivity of these
bimetallic catalysts is often limited to CO or HCOOH and mainly from the experimental
trials. Systematically studying the Cu-based bimetallic catalysts for the CO2-to-C2H4
conversion from a theoretical perspective is urgently needed.
In this work, we have chosen eight different kinds of metal atoms (Zn, Sn, Cd, In,
Pd, Fe, Ni, Co) to regulate the electronic properties of Cu(100) facet in light of their
different affinities for C and O atoms, namely, different intrinsic activities for CO2
electroreduction. Specifically, Zn metal is easy to produce CO due to its weaker binding
ability to CO; Sn, Cd and In metal are all oxophilic metals that are apt to form OCHO*
intermediate to produce HCOOH; Ni, Fe and Pd metal are more likely to generate H2
due to the stronger binding ability for CO52, 53. The reaction energies for the formation
of different intermediates on heteroatoms-doped Cu(100) surfaces have been calculated
using density functional theory (DFT). Among these catalytic surfaces, the Zn doped
one, Zn-Cu(100), demonstrates the best catalytic ability for the C2H4 formation. This is
due to the adsorption properties of neighboring Cu sites are significantly perturbed by
the presence of Zn, and the stronger Zn-O bonding is formed on the catalyst surface,
which enhances OCCO evolution. This work may not only give a deep insight into the
reaction mechanisms towards C2H4 formation on Cu(100) facet, but also provide
guidelines for designing Cu-based bimetallic catalysts to effectively produce multicarbons.

2. Computational details
2.1 Calculation methods
The geometric optimizations, electronic structures and reaction energetics calculations
were performed through the spin-polarized DFT method by using Vienna Ab-initio
Simulation Package (VASP) code on the basis of the plane-wave pseudopotential54-57.
The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional for generalized
gradient approximation (GGA)58 and the projector augmented wave (PAW) method
explaining the core-valence interactions were employed. The cutoff energy for planewave basis was set to 400 eV, Brillouin-zone integration was performed with a 3×3×1
4

k-mesh according to the Monkhorst–Pack scheme 59. The electronic relaxation was
performed within an energy tolerance of 10-5 eV for self-consistency, while ionic
optimizations were performed until all the residual forces were smaller than 0.02 eV/Å.
The Fermi-surface effects were handled with the smearing technique of Methfessel and
Paxton60, leveraging a smearing value of 0.02 eV, whereas Gaussian smearing was 0.
Cu d10 p1, Zn d10 p2, Fe d7 s1, Pd s1 d9, Sn s2p2, Cd s2 d10, Co d8 s1, Ni d8s2 and In s2p1
electrons were treated as valence electrons. Spin-polarized wave functions were used
for all calculations, which is vital to properly represent the electronic structure of
various adsorbed reaction intermediates. In addition, we have set a vacuum region of
20 Å between adjacent images, which is used to impede the interaction along the z
direction. Model Cu crystal is a face-centered cubic structure and the calculated
equilibrium lattice constant is 3.66 Å, which matches well with theoretical and
experimental values of 3.66 Å and 3.62 Å, respectively61, 62. We employed the
computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model proposed by Nørskov et al. to calculate
the change in Gibbs free energy (∆𝐺) for each elementary step63, which was defined as
follows:
∆𝐺 = ∆𝐸 + ∆𝐸𝑍𝑃𝐸 − 𝑇∆𝑆 + ∆𝐺𝑈 + ∆𝐺𝑝𝐻
Here, ∆𝐸 is the reaction energy, which can be directly acquired by analyzing the
DFT total energies. ∆𝐸𝑍𝑃𝐸 and ∆𝑆 are the changes in zero-point energies and entropy,
respectively, and T is the system temperature (298.15 K). They are calculated by means
of the vibrational frequency. ∆𝐺𝑈 is the contribution of the applied electrode potential
(𝑈) to ∆𝐺. ∆𝐺𝑝𝐻 = 2.303𝑘𝐵 𝑇pH represents the free energy contribution due to the
variations in H concentration, and in this work the pH value is set to be zero for acidic
medium. The onset potential (𝑈onset ) for the whole reaction is determined by the most
positive ∆𝐺 (∆𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), which can be calculated as 𝑈𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡 = − ∆𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁄𝑒.
2.2 Model
The computational 3×3×1 periodic cell consisted of 90 atoms modeled by five-layer
(100) slabs, which matches the size of experimental materials. Intriguingly, the Cu(100)
facet is a smooth facet containing a lower surface density of metal atoms and 4-fold
binding sites, and the corresponding model is shown in Figure 1a and 1b. Thereafter,
we constructed the Zn-Cu(100) model by replacing a Cu atom on the intact Cu(100)
surface with a Zn atom (Figure 1c and 1d). In order to judge the bonding type of the
surface atoms after doping and the characteristics of localized distribution of electrons,
we plotted the electron localization function (ELF) of Zn-Cu(100). By definition, the
value of ELF is between 0 and 1: ELF = 1 indicates perfect localization of electrons;
ELF = 0.5 represents that the electrons form electron-gas-like pair probability; and ELF
= 0 means the absence of electrons. By analyzing Figure 1e, we found that the locality
5

of electrons was low, near free distribution over the whole metal crystal, the maximum
value of ELF was only 0.315. Therefore, the electrons in this section were delocalized
that was in line with the metal bond. That is to say, the doped transition metal Zn formed
metal bond with the nearest Cu atoms. The same methodology was applied for other
heteroatom-doped systems. In fact, the real surface is supposed to be only one face in
contact with the vacuum considering the actual model. When adsorption occurs, only
the outermost atoms that are in contact with the vacuum layer have changed. The
underlying atomic layer should be fixed at the position of the bulk material and only let
the upper layers of atoms move when optimizing. Therefore, we fixed the bottom three
layers of the structure, and left the top two layers and the adsorbates to relax.

Figure 1 (a) and (b) are the main view and top view of pure-Cu(100), respectively. (c)
and (d) are the main view and top view of Zn-Cu(100), respectively. The orange ball
represents the Cu atom, and the dark blue ball represents the Zn atom. (e) presents the
electron localization function of Zn-Cu(100).
Considering that the Zn-Cu(100) has the best performance in reducing CO2 to C2H4,
we calculated the band structure and density of state (DOS) of Cu(100) and Zn-Cu(100)
as well as analyzed the electronic properties changes caused by the doping (Figure 2).
Since the electronic status approaching to Fermi energy has a major influence on the
material, the deep-level electronic status is not taken into consideration. The DOS of
pure Cu(100) is revealed in Figure 2b, which clearly demonstrates that the energy
levels were mainly provided by Cu-p orbits. Figure 2d shows the DOS of Zn-Cu(100),
the peak value of DOS for the d orbits, p orbit and s orbits of Zn atom was extremely
low because there was only one Zn atom. However, the DOS of Zn-Cu(100)-Total was
the total contribution from all energy bands containing 90 atoms. In order to clearly
6

analyze the DOS of Zn atom in this energy range, we presented the expanded view(inset
of Figure d). Clearly, the p orbit and s orbit of Zn atom approaching to Fermi level
played a major role, especially the p orbit of Zn, while the d orbit of Zn had no
contribution. Despite that there is no band gap in either Cu(100) or Zn-Cu(100) (Figure
2a and 2c), the introduction of Zn metal made new orbits appearing at the Fermi level,
and it would hybridize with the orbit of Cu to form a new electronic state, which is
beneficial for electronic transitions. Figure 2b and 2d reveal that the distribution of
DOS peaks was uneven and localized in the selected energy range, which is consistent
with the strong electronic locality of d-orbit.

Figure 2. (a, b), band structure and density of state for pure Cu(100); (c, d), band
structure and density of state for Zn-Cu(100). The small image in Figure d is an
enlargement of Zn orbits within the energy range. Dotted lines match along with the
Fermi level.
2.3 Path
Electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 to C2H4 consume 12 electrons. Figure 3 shows the
path map of the reaction, which has been widely recognized 43, 64-69. In this chart, there
are three waters (H2O) and one C2H4 produced throughout the reaction. Interestingly,
only 10 protons and electrons were shown in the path diagram, while the other two
7

protons and electrons were consumed in CO*CO*, involving two CO*. Here the C-C
dimerization was considered as a coupling process between CO* and CO* rather than
a coupling process between CO gas and CO*. COOH* is a crucial intermediate of
producing CO. It cannot be substituted by OCHO*, which produce HCOOH and cannot
be further reduced. When all the occupied positions were reacted, a bare adsorption site
was left. Then a new cycle of CO2 coupled with protons and electrons began.
Theoretically, the free energy for an ideal hydrogen evolution catalyst is close to 063, 70,
which is beneficial for the H* adsorption and desorption thus promoting the protonelectron-transfer process.

Figure 3. Path diagram of electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 to C2H4 based on Cu(100).
Materials in orange model represent the pure Cu(100) or the doped Cu(100).

3. Result and discussion
Although the energy barrier for CO-CO dimerization on Cu (100) has been
reported, there exists a big difference in the reported data. Here, in order to provide
reliable comparison regardless of the calculation methods or reaction paths, we
calculated the energy barrier of each step in the reaction process. Figure 4a reveals the
energy changes from CO2 adsorption to C2H4 production. Apparently, the nonelectrochemical surface reaction of CO*CO* coupling to OCCO* was the rate-limiting
step with an energy barrier of 0.71 eV, which is consistent with Calle-Vallejo’s report43.
This energy may be used to overcome the large barriers for the C-C dimerization and
8

O rotation. In addition, the further hydrogenation of CCO* to HCCO* is also an
endothermic process (0.11 eV). It should be pointed out the electron-proton transfer is
kinetically favored for other intermediates.
To reduce this energy barrier and promote the reaction kinetics, we doped various
metal atoms on Cu(100) surface. It was found that Zn-doped Cu(100) was conducive
to the formation of C2H4, and the pertinent reaction processes and energy changes are
shown in Figure 4b. Strikingly, the coupling of CO2 with proton and electron generated
COOH*, where C bound to Zn and O bound to Cu. This process was uphill and the
energy barrier of 0.22 eV was the largest in the whole reaction, Clearly, it was a ratelimiting step, therefore a negative electrode potential(-0.22 V) is applied for eliminating
the energy barriers of the rate-limiting step. It is worth noting that the protonation of
COOH changed from the original exothermic process to an endothermic process due to
the doping with Zn atom. It can be inferred that the binding ability of Zn with C was
not that strong as with Cu. This can be further confirmed by an energy barrier of 0.16
eV for the formation of CO* indicating a weak CO binding strength on Zn metal, which
is consistent with Kuhl’s report71. The C-C dimerization process for Zn-Cu(100) was
still an uphill process. However, its energy barrier was 0.54 eV lower than that of pure
Cu(100). The adsorption mode of OCCO was O-bridge adsorption on Zn and C-bridge
on Cu, i.e., two atoms in OCCO combined with four atoms on the Zn-Cu(100) surface,
while CO* and CO* were linear adsorption. The formed OCCO* yielded OCCOH* via
proton-coupled electron transfer. A C-C single bond emerged in OCCOH* species with
a length of 1.46 Å, following the generation of CCO* and H2O with a downhill energy
of 1.28 eV. The H2O desorption readily occurred. This is ascribed to the ease of
protonation and subsequent dehydration of OH moieties that makes them more reactive
rather than the O atoms in carbonyl moieties. At this point, the bond length between C
and C was 1.33 Å, a typical C-C double bond belonging to sp2 hybridization. These CC double bonds were retained until the formation of C2H4. Subsequently, this α-carbon
was protonated to yield HCCO* followed by the generation of HCCHO* via the
protonation of C atom in the carbonyl group. The following step was an exothermic
reaction with negative energy, yielding H2C2HO* via protonation on the α-carbon again.
9

Since that C bound to Zn and O bound to Cu for H2C2HO*, the further producing C2H4
and releasing H2O need to cleave the C-O bond and C-Zn bond as well as remove an
*O species. *O could easily couple proton and electron to form *OH in terms of the
favorable dynamics. Finally, OH* was protonated to generate H2O, leaving a clean
surface for the next cycle. In summary, the energy barrier of pure Cu(100) for the CO*
dimerization was too high to be kinetically favored. After the decorating with Zn, the
DOS of the orbital near the Fermi level was significantly increased, which altered the
binding of intermediates for achieving an enhanced catalytic ability.

Figure 4. Calculated free energy diagram without (black lines) and with applied
potential (red lines) for CO2 electroreduction on Cu(100): a) pure Cu(100) and b) ZnCu(100). Large purple and orange spheres represent Zn and Cu atom, respectively.
Small spheres represent O (red), C (gray) and H (white) atoms.
In principle, the incorporation of transition metals into Cu(100) facet can regulate
its electronic structure and lower the reaction activation barrier for the C-C dimerization.
However, we found only the modification with Zn showed superior catalytic ability to
convert CO2 into C2H4 due to its smallest overpotential for the CO2RR. Generally
10

speaking, the C-C dimerization was the rate-limiting step of each reaction, but for SnCu(100) the energy barrier was the H2C2HO* protonation to O* and H2O with a positive
energy (1.33 eV), as shown in Figure 5. This adsorption occurred via the combination
of O and C on the catalyst surface, and the formation of OCCOH* was dynamically
favorable. Conversely, the adsorption mode was that when two carbons were combined
on the catalyst surface, the coupling of OC-CO* with protons and electron transfer
became difficult. Although we commonly believe that the C-C dimerization is the ratelimiting step of the whole reaction, there may be some exceptions. Therefore, we
calculated the energy changes of the whole reaction process. Special attention should
be paid to the doping with In atom, which was also beneficial to the production of C2H4
compared to pure Cu(100). The catalytic activity from easy to difficult was in the order
of Zn＞In＞Cd＞Ni＞Sn＞Fe＞Pd＞Co. The generation of COOH* on Cd-Cu(100),
In-Cu(100) and Sn-Cu(100) was with higher energy barrier due to their higher oxygen
affinity. Those Pd, Fe, Ni, Co doped Cu(100) were facile to form CO* and bound tightly
to these catalysts, which is consistent with their strong adsorption capacity for CO on
the catalyst surface as poison effect. To sum up, only Zn atom considerably regulated
the catalytic performance, as the synergistic effect between Zn and Cu made OCCO
tightly bonded to the catalyst surface and effectively lowered the reaction barrier for CC dimerization. In addition, Figure 5 shows only some key intermediates for seven
atoms doped Cu(100). Therefore, in order to understand the reaction process in more
detail, we also gave the stable adsorption configurations of each species (Figure S1-S7).
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Figure 5. Energy profile of CO2 reduction reactions for seven atoms doped Cu(100):
Cd (black line), Co (red line), In (blue line), Ni (pink line), Sn (dark line), Fe (bright
line) and Pd (purple line). The first row and the third row are the top view and main
view of COOH* and OCCO* on different metal doped Cu(100) faces, respectively. The
color of each font (the second line) corresponds to the doped metal color.
From the energy values above, we can draw a conclusion that there is an interaction
between the adsorbates and catalyst, which means there is a charge transfer between
them. In order to have a clearer understanding of the mechanism, we plotted the
corresponding three-dimensional charge density difference (Figure 6). It should be
noted that we only calculated the charge density difference of the intermediates with
core effect including COOH*, COCO* and OCCO*. Analyzing the pure Cu(100)
(picture on the left, Figure 6), we found that a large electron cloud existed between
COCO and catalyst, indicative of a strong interaction. In contrast, the transfer of charge
between OCCO and catalyst was rare, which is in accordance with its higher energy
barrier (Figure 4a). Figure 6b, 6e and 6f display the charge density difference of ZnCu(100). Differently, the charge on the surface of the catalyst was redistributed owning
12

to the doping of Zn atom. The electronic cloud between COOH and the catalyst was
relatively small, namely, the transfer of charge was not obvious. It requires to adsorb
extra energy to be bound on the catalyst surface. The interaction between OCCO and
catalyst became stronger after the doping of Zn metal, making the C-C dimerization
more prone to take place.

Figure 6. Three-dimensional charge density difference with an isovalue of 0.001 Å-3.
The charge density difference of COOH*, COCO* and OCCO* species on pure Cu(100)
(a, c and d; left side ), and Zn-Cu(100) (b, e and f; right side). The yellow electronic
cloud indicates charge accumulation and the blue electronic cloud indicates charge
depletion. For each intermediate image, its left side is the main view, and the right side
is the top view.
Such interaction was further verified by the charge analysis based on the Bader method
supplying the quantitative results of charge change of each atom (Figure 7). The O
atoms that were bound to the catalyst surface gained electrons, in contrast to the electron
loss from the bound Cu atoms or Zn atoms. Obviously this complies with the
characteristics of atoms gaining and losing electrons in the periodic table. Furthermore,
Cu or Zn when bound to O displayed the strongest ability to loose electrons, especially
for the hole-rich Zn species. The introducing of Zn atoms induced the redistribution of
the gain and loss of charge for OCCO* (Figure 7c, 7f). Zn atoms lose more electron
(0.49 e), which may lead to the improved interaction between Zn and OCCO*. In
addition, the C-C bond length of OCCO was 1.34 Å implying the formation of the first
C-C double bond.
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Figure 7. The upper part of the figure is the distance and charge change for COOH*,
COCO* and OCCO* on the pure Cu (100), while the lower part is the distance and
charge change for COOH*, COCO* and OCCO* on the Zn-Cu(100). The bright green
dashed lines and numbers correspond to atoms and distances, separately. The unit of
distance is Å. Positive value is electronic loss(black font), negative value is electronic
gains(blue font).
To deeply understand the high catalytic activity of Zn-doped Cu(100), we analyzed
the projected density of state (PDOS) of various absorbed species on Cu(100) and ZnCu(100). Since all the COOH*, CO*CO* and OCCO* bound to the surface of Cu and
Zn at the same time, we analyzed the d orbitals of these two atoms Cu and Zn. As shown
in Figure 8, the energy level in conduction band mainly consisted of the 2p orbits of
adsorbed species, while the valence band mainly originated from the 3d orbits of the
base atoms. It clearly demonstrates that the hybridization between COOH* and Cu-Cu
atoms was stronger than that between COOH* and Zn-Cu atoms. It also implies that
the interaction for the former was stronger, which agrees with the reaction energy value
(Figure 4). Interestingly, the span of state density peak was quite large whether it was
in the conduction band or value band (Figure 8b, 8e). It indicates that the intermediate
CO*CO* had stronger delocalization and stronger bonds with Cu-Cu and Zn-Cu, and
hence it was hard for the C-C dimerization. The peak of Cu-Cu and Zn-Cu in the
valence band was much higher than the previous peak (Figure 8c, 8f), which is
attributed to the combination of OCCO and four atoms of the catalyst surface.

14

Figure 8. Projected density of state between the intermediates and catalysts. (a-c) and
(d-f) are the projected density of state of COOH*, CO*CO* and OCCO* on Cu(100)
and Zn-Cu(100), respectively. These projected density of state maps are all spin-up
states. The red dashed line corresponds to the Fermi level. Cu-Cu and Zn-Cu represent
the atoms that bond with the intermediate.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we ameliorate the performance of the Cu(100) catalysts for the CO2-toC2H4 conversion by introducing heteroatoms with different intrinsic activities for CO2
electroreduction (i.e., Zn, Sn, Cd, In, Pd, Fe, Ni and Co). We have calculated the
reaction energy of the elementary steps of pure Cu(100) and heteroatoms doped Cu(100)
by using DFT method. The results show that the doping of Zn atom significantly lowers
the energy barrier for CO dimerization that is considered as the key selectivitydetermining step for the CO2-to-C2H4 conversion, and hence improves the
electrocatalytic performance. This work provides theoretical insights into the formation
processes of C2H4 and open an attractive avenue to design highly efficient Cu(100)based electrocatalysts for producing C2H4.
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Zn-Doped Cu(100) Facet with Efficient Catalytic Ability
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Theoretical calculations demonstrate that Zn-doped Cu(100) facet possesses efficient
catalytic ability for the CO2-to-C2H4 conversion. This work provides deep insights into
the formation mechanism of C2H4 on transition metal doped Cu surface.
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